
Brenda Martinez:  

JMV Wood & Tile Service installed laminate wood flooring in hallway and kitchen area and the 

workmanship was excellent and the price was very reasonable... way below leading competitors! 

Excellent customer service! Recommend them highly! Brenda Martinez 

 Leila Valchar:  

Beautiful work! I love my new kitchen and bathroom floors done with natural stone. Very professional 

and reasonably priced. Would refer JMV to anyone wanting a beautiful job done right! 

 Bryn Neshem: 

 JMV did beautiful work. We had to replace glue down wood and put tile in. They were clean throughout 

the entire process. The pricing was honest and fair. They did work that other major companies said they 

weren't able to do. I have already started recommending them to people who might have floor projects 

in the future!  

Leila Valchar:  

"Beautiful work! I love my new kitchen and bathroom floors done with natural stone. Very professional 

and reasonably priced. Would refer JMV to anyone wanting a beautiful job done right!"  

 

Ruben O. Harker: 

 "James, the owner of JMV Wood & Tile Service is a true professional, which provides excellent 

workmanship. He is extremely detail oriented with an eye towards perfection. He recently installed 

engineer wood on my stairs and top landing. The job was superb, clean, and with lots of details. James is 

very respectful and a trustworthy person. He is constantly communicating with the owner and provides 

honest feedback. If you want an attractive wooden floor or stairs done to your home, James is the 

contractor to call!"  

Sammaul W. Killeen: 

 "Great job will definitely use jim for some more jobs that i have coming up. I definitely recommend him 

if you need tile layed " 

 

 Nick Steele:  

“JMV did a fantastic job on my floor repair! Not only was he EXTREMELY flexible with scheduling (had to 

make two separate trips), he did top notch work for a fair price. I had called at least 10 other 

flooring/contractors before JMV and they all refused to work on my floor or were not available for 

months.....if you are a busy person who needs someone to do work on your floor now, JMV is the man!! 



Chris Calvert: 

JMV did a great job. Professional service, competitive pricing with the big guys, and the wife finally has her dream 

floors. Not a paid review - just a happy customer. 


